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QUANTITATIVE KOROVKIN THEOREMS FOR
POSITIVE LINEAR OPERATORS ON /^-SPACES

BY

H. BERENS AND R. DE VORE1

Abstract. Let (L„) be a sequence of positive linear operators on Lp(il),

1 < p < oo.or C(ß) with S2 Q Rm. For suitable Í2, the functions (cv^-V

given by <p0(*) = 1, <p¡(x) = x„ 1 < / < m,and <pm+i(*) = |x|2 form a test

set for Lp(ü). That is, if Ln(<p¡) converges to <p, in || • ||p for each / = 0,

1,.. ., m + 1, then L„(f) converges to / in || • || for each / G £j,(S2). We

give here quantitative versions of this result. Namely, we estimate \\f—

L„f\\p in terms of the error ||m, - L„<t¡\\p, 0 < /' < m + l,and the smooth-

ness of the function /.

1. Introduction. Our interest in this paper is in quantitative Korovkin

theorems for approximation by positive linear operators in Lp-spaces. Such

theorems are well known for the space C[a, b] of continuous functions on a

compact interval. For example, let (Ln) be a sequence of positive linear

operators on C[0, 1] into itself, let q>¡(x) = x', i = 0, 1, 2, and A„ =

max,=o,i,2llA,<P, - «p.-ll«,. Then for each/ G C[0, 1]

||/- VIL< cfAJI/IL+ «,(/, Vk)},       n = l,2,...,     (1.1)

with w2(-, 8), 0 < 8 < 1, the 2nd order modulus of smoothness as measured

in || • || x and C an absolute constant (see G. Freud [6]).

An easy way to prove (1.1) is to establish the inequality

\\f - LJ\\X < CX„{\\f\\x + \\f"\\x) (1.2)

for each/ G C2[0, 1] and then use well-known results from the interpolation

of linear operators (see e.g. [5]) to get (1.1).

The key to establishing Lp -estimates is to give an analogue of (1.2) for

/^-approximation. This is done in §2 for the spaces Xp = 1^,(1m), 1 < p <

oo, and Xp = C[/m] whenp = oo, with Im = [0, l]m the unit m cube.

If r > 0 and 1 < p < oo, we let Wp(Im) be the Sobolev space (see e.g. [1])

of all functions/ G Lp(Im) such that D°f exists (in the Sobolev sense) and is
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in Lp for ail a G Z¿", \a\ < m. The norm on W¡,(Im) is

U/H,, = max \\DJ\\p,

with of course the Z^-norm taken over Im.

The set of functions {rp0, . . ., <pm+1} with for each x G Im <p0(x) = 1,

<Pi(x) = x¡, 1 < / < m, <pm+x(x) = |x|2 forms a test set for Xp, 1 < p < oo. If

L is a positive linear operator mapping Xp into itself, let

\ =„  maX   .  H^' ~ SRrM#.- O'3)
0< i<m + 1

In Theorem 1, we show that for each/ G H7^

II/-L/H, <C||/||t00V (1-4)

with C a constant depending only on the dimension m. Of course, when (L„)

is a sequence of operators then (1.4) gives an Lp -analogue of (1.2).

This result may seem a little uncomfortable since the right-hand side

involves the W^-norm which does not depend on p. However this estimate is

sharp in a very strong sense. Namely, we also show in §2 that for each / with

continuous 2nd partíais we have

11/-#11,
sup   -r- > C||/||2)M,
L>0 Ap
L*I

with C an absolute constant.

In order to extend (1.4) to give estimates in terms of Lp -smoothness, we

seek smoothness spaces that can be embedded in Wx. This is discussed in §3

where we establish certain known embedding theorems for Besov spaces.

Using interpolation theory, these embeddings give quantitative estimates for

approximation of functions in other Lp-smoothness spaces, for example the

classical Lipschitz spaces.

As we have pointed out, all our results rest on (1.4). Thus the quantitative

theory for approximation by positive linear operators sits naturally in Lx.

This should be compared with the quantitative estimates for positive

contractions. Here for Lp(I), 1 < p < oo, we have shown in [2] that if L is a

positive linear contraction on 7^,(7) and tl, = max,=01||<p, - Ly¡\\p then for

any/ G L„(I)

II/-L/H, < CWfh^y» (1.5)

with C a constant. The remainder of the quantitative theory for Lp(I) was

built up from (1.5). Thus the theory for contractions is essentially an L,-

theory.

The form of the present paper is to prove everything completely for Lp(Im).

All the theorems have extensions to more general regions and we point them

out in §4.
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2. The fundamental estimate. In this and the next section, we work only on

Im and so we do not indicate the dependence of the spaces on the domain but

write instead lp for lp(Im), Wp, etc. Let Ap be as defined in (1.3). One main

result is the following

Theorem 1. Let 1 < p < oo and L be any positive linear operator mapping

Xp into itself. Iff G W2X, then

\\f-Lf\\p < cy/ii^V (2.1)

with C a constant depending only on the dimension m.

Proof. We prove only the case 1 < p < oo which is more complicated

than the casep = oo. We start with any e = k~x,k a positive integer. We will

estimate on 5" = int(/m). Using a uniform grid, we can decompose 9" into a

union of N = (mk)m cubes, ?T = U ^Q¡, where the <2,'s are all congruent to

the cube Q = {x: 0 < x¡ < m~xe) and are pairwise disjoint.

When 1 < i < N, let £(0 be the center of 0, and define

/, (*) = /(*(i)) + < V/(£(/)), x - l0)> (2.2)

with V/the gradient of/and {•, • } denoting the scalar product. Thus /, is the

linear part of the Taylor expansion of / at £(,). A simple estimate shows that

for any i and any x

l/(*)-',(*)! <
2        d2f

/>-<>! (|W + t{x _ |0)))

fo-^*,-?»>)*

<X2

m

2.x Zi \Xp.        V  I  \xv        ív   |
1 < ,,v< m

\x-í
(0|2 (2.3)

To estimate Lf — f, we use the fact that for each i — 1, . . . , N and almost

all x G Q¡

L(f x) - f(x) = L(f - lt, x) + L(/,, x) - /,.(*) + /,.(*) - f(x),

and consequently for almost all x G Im

|L(/,x)-/(*)|<2 ^(/-/„^Ixaix)

+ 2 11.(4, x) - l, (x)\xq¿(x) + 2 |/,(x) - f(x)\xQt(x)
i I

= Sx(x)+ S2(x) + S3(x). (2.4)
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First, we want to estimate the norm of Sx. Because of (2.3),

\L(f - I» x)\ < f \\f\\XooL(\ • -€(,f. x)   a.e.

Recall the functions <p„, v = 0, 1, . . ., m + 1, introduced in §1. Then

L(\--^\2,x)

(2.5)

= L(<pm+X, x) - <pm+x(x) - 2 2  V„(€('>){Li>r, x) - %(x)}
K=l

+ <ÍWi(¿(/)){L(<Po, *) - %(*)} + I* - -«P  a.e.

m

<   |£(<Pm+l> *) - <Pm+l (*)| +22    |£(<P,, *) - <PÁX)\
v=l

- ¿W|2+ |L(<p0, x) - <p0(x)\ + \x- e'f  a.e

giving

Sx (x) <
m

2 \2.J\H<Pm+l>x) - <Pm + l(*)l

+ 22   \L(<p„ x) - <pv(x)\
,-i

+ |L(<p0, x) - <p0(x)\ +
Am

and consequently

IIS,||, < y ll/lkoo(2(m + l)Ap + e2) (2.6)

which is our estimate for Sx.

Now we want to estimate the norm of S2. In this case, for each / = 1,

2, . . . , N and almost all x G Q¡

|L(/,, *) - lt(x)\ < ||/IL|L(<Po, x) - %(*)|

3/+ 2
»=i

m

+ 2-
K-i

9x

3x

IM%» *) - <rU*)l
9

I ¿Or* *) - <Po(*)l    a-e-

Hence

S2{x) < ll/lli.«   I¿(%. x) - %(*)| + 2 2   \L(%, x) - <PÁX)\
*=i

giving

||S2II, <(2m+l)ll/lliA- (2.7)
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Using the estimate (2.3) we obtain for S3

F3||,< ||/ll2,me2. (2-8)

If we combine the estimates (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) and use the fact that e can

be chosen arbitrarily small, we get

\\Lf-f\\p<(m+l)(m + 2)Xp\\f\\2yao,

which completes the proof of the theorem.

We now want to give some examples which will show that the estimate (2.1)

of Theorem 1 is sharp. For/ G Wx and 1 < p < oo, define

H/-#11,
Op(/) = SUp    -r- .

L>0 'V

The estimate (2.1) is equivalent to

«,(/) < C||/||2i00. (2.9)

We will now show that the reverse inequality also holds.

Let 1 < p < oo (for p = oo one makes suitable modifications in our

argument), r\ G Rm with |t/| = 1, and x0 G Int(/m). For t > 0 small enough,

the cube S, with center x0 and sides of length t is contained in Im. We work

from here on only with values of t where S2, G Im. For such t, define

Lt(f, x) =

f(x), x(£S„

j-t  J" /(x + un) du,    x G S,.

Then, Lttp¡ = q>¡, 0 < / < m, and

K = \\LlVm+i - «pm + 1||, = y  HXsJI, = y t2+m/p.

If/ G Wx, we let 4,(/, x) = <V/(x), r/> be the partial derivative of/in the

direction of r/ at x and df(f, x) = dv(dv(f), x).

For x G S, and 0 < u < t, Taylor's formula gives

f(x + ur,)+ f(x -mi)- 2f(x) - u2d2(f, x) + 0(w3)

with the 0 independent of x and u. Hence, returning to the definition of L„

we have

UV-/II, -.(¿ /_'/«2ä)h2(/.*)x*(*)«, + 0(í3ll^,ll,)-

Dividing by A,^ and taking the limit as t -> 0 +, gives

IIV-/II,       !
Op(f) > hm   -^-= - ctf(f, x0),

t^O Äff Z
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where we used the fact that df(f, x) is a continuous function.

What we have just shown above is that for any / G Wx and any 17 with

|r/| = 1, we have H^COH«, < 2op(f). Thus, for example, if we take r/ =

(S,„)7=o (Kronecker delta notation) then we find

a2/

dx2
< 2a (f),       i=l,2,...,m.

We can also get an estimate for the mixed partíais by taking tj = 2  l/2(8jp +

«X.0 to find

J  11,

and so

a2/
< H(/) +

dx2

_3jf
3x2

H(/)-

This shows that all second order partial derivatives can be estimated by Op(f).

We can also estimate the first order partial derivatives of /. Now with the

same notation as above, we define the operators

Lt(f, x) =

f(x), x £ S„

I   ('f(x + txu) du,    xGSr
t   J0

For these operators Lt, we have only <p0 preserved. However, a simple

calculation shows that ||L,(<»,■) - <p,||p = j\r¡¡\tx+m/p, i = 1, 2, . . . , m, and

||L,(ffm+1) - «Pm+ill, < 2t1+m/p. Hence, arguing similar to what we did

above for the second partial derivatives we find

ll-L/ — /Il
\dv(f,x0)\ < C lim   -r-'- < Cap(f)

i->0 v#

with C a constant depending only on m. From this it follows that HoZ/o-X/IL

< Cap(f), i=\,2,...,m.
Hence, the norms of the first partial derivatives of / can be estimated in

terms of ap(f).

The same ideas can be used to estimate the norm of/itself. Now, take Lt as

L,(f, x) =
Six), x G S¡,

(1 + t)f(x),    x G S,.

Then we have
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\\Lf — /||
|/(*0)| < C lim"   -=■-'- < Cap(f)

f-»0 'Y,

with C depending only on m. Thus, \\f\\x < Cap(f). Combining all the

estimates above we get that for each/ G Wx,

11/112,00 < CctpU) (2.10)

which is the converse to (2.9). By a denseness argument this inequality holds

for all/in C2. This shows that in a very strong sense we cannot improve the

estimate (2.1) save for the constant C.

3. Estimates in terms of Lp-smoothness. In this section, we want to obtain

quantitative estimates in terms of Lp-smoothness. We continue to work on the

cube Im. If 9 > 0, let r be the smallest integer strictly larger than 9 and let

1 < q < oo. The Besov spaces Bpq = Bpq(Im) are defined as the set of all

functions/ G Lp such that the norm

11/11,+ {jTI(/-V,(/.0)* 7}   .   k?<°o,
r=

11/11,+   sup    t-9ur(f,t), q=oo,
0</<l

is finite. Here, wrj)(-, 8), 0 < 8 < 1, is the rth order modulus of smoothness

measured in Lp. The case q = oo gives the classical Lipschitz spaces

Lip(0, r; Lp). The parameter 6 is the primary scaling while q gives a finer

scaling whenp and 9 are held fixed.

For 0 < 9 < r, r an integer, the spaces Bp'q are precisely the interpolation

spaces generated by the Peetre % -method of interpolation between Lp and

Wp, see e.g. [4]. This follows from the fact that the modulus of smoothness

and the /¿-functional, defined by

Krj,(f, t) = mi{\\f-g\\p + t\\g\\rj>):g G W; },   t > 0,

are related by

C-1 {min(l, Oll/ll, + M/, 0} < KAS tr)

< C{min(l,/r)||/||,-r-^(/,0} (3.1)

with C > 0 depending only on r. For the spaces Lp(Im) this was given

recently by H. Johnen and K. Scherer [7]. We also use some of the ideas from

[7] in this section.

We want to examine which of the spaces Bp'q are embedded in Wx since

this will allow us to use Theorem 1 to estimate ||/ — Lf\\   when/ G Bp'q.

Lemma 1. (a) For p = 1, we have \\f\\x < C||/||ml,/or each f G W?. (b)

For 1 < p < oo, we have \\f\\ < C\\f\\m/p'x for each) G Bm/p-1.
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Proof. Part (a) of this lemma can be found e.g. in [1, p. 100]. Part (b) is

readily found in the literature for Lp(Rm), see [8] or [3, p. 37]. We include a

proof only because the case of Im is not so readily found and yet the ideas are

still basically straightforward. One way of proving Lemma 1 is to show the

existence of an extension for functions from Bp'q(Im) to Bpq(Rm). However,

we want to avoid these extension questions.

Let us first consider part (a). If tj is a corner of the cube Im, let Sv = {x:

0 < x, < j when tl = 0, and \ < x¡ < 1, when tl = 1}. We will show that

for each r/ and almost all x G Sv

\S(x)\ < CII/IL,,. (3.2)
Since Im = U,,^, (3.2) gives part (a).

To establish (3.2), let us first consider the case when / G Cm(Im). Let

V = (1 - n„ 1 - t/2, . . . , 1 - TjJ.
Take ip to be a function in Cm(Im) which vanishes identically on the

hyperplanes x¡ = 17,', /' = 1, 2, . . . , m, and has the value 1 on Sv. Then with

g(x) = S(x)<p(x), we have

, ,      fxt fXm  dmg(sx,...,sm)

g(x) = J. ' " JL    dxdx • • • dx   *!•■•*""Vl JVm      oxxox2 oxm

where the boundary terms do not appear because g vanishes where <p does.

Thus, for x G Sv

\f(x)\ = \g(x)\ < U&....JI, < c||v|L..II/IUi < en/lu,
which is (3.2) for smooth functions.

For an arbitrary / G W™, we can find a sequence of functions (/„) in

Cm(Im) so that/, -»/in W™ and/„(x) -»/(*) a.e., which proves (3.2).

For part (b), we will first establish an inequality for the /-functional

defined for u G W™ by

•^(">0 = max(HI,.'ll"IL,).   i>0.

The embedding theorem rests on showing that

ll«IL < Ce~mlpJ(u, e"),       e > 0, u G Wpm, (3.3)

with C depending only onp and m.

To establish (3.3), we assume first that u G Cm(Im). Let r\ be any corner of

Im and define Sv as before. Fix r/ and we will show the inequality (3.3) on Sv.

For each 0 < e, let Te = {t: 0 < (-1)*/, < e). When e < l/4w and x G Sv

we have x + kt G Im, 0 < k < m, so we can define

AT(u,x) = (-l)m  2   (-l)*(J)«(x + fa)
a=o vx/

and
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«,(*)« e— f  {(-l)m+lAT(u,x) + u(x)} dt.
'T,

It is simple to estimate |m,(jc)| for x G S . Namely,

i/p,

\ux(x)\ < 2me-m     sup     ( f  \u(x + kt)\p dt\     \fdt\

< Ce ""/'H«|L

i/p'

(3.4)

with C depending only on m.

We also need an estimate for u2 = u — «,. Setting <p(a) = u(x + at),

A¡"(w, x) = A7(<p, 0), where for <p we are taking the ordinary one variable

differences. Using the Peano kernel representation for the rth difference, we

have

A?(u, x)= f  <p(m)(o)M(o) da= [     2    taDa (u, x + at)M(a) da.
J0 J0    |„| = m

Here M is nonnegative, has a zero of order m — 1 at a = 0, and f¡)M(a) da =

1. In particular, f0o~m/pM(o) da is bounded for 1 < p < oo.

Hence, by use of Holder's inequality we obtain for all x G S^

k(*)l = e-m    f   (-\)m+lA?(UyX)dt
Jt

<e~mfi M(a)da^  {/  \Da (u, x + at)\p dt\      If  \ta\p'dt

i [ \X/p

< em'p'  f  a~m/pM(a) da 2     /  \Da (u, x + at)\pam dt

i/p'

,™/p' (3.5)

where 2 is taken over all a such that |a| — m.

The estimates (3.4) and (3.5) imply (3.3) for smooth functions/in Cm(Im)

and for 0 < e < \/4m. It is not difficult to conclude that (3.3) actually holds

for all e > 0 and, by a denseness argument, for all/ G W™.

Now that we have (3.3), it is an easy matter to verify the embedding (b).

From (3.1) it follows that for each integer k > 0, there is a function uk G W™

so that

||/-«*||, < C{2-
mk

U,kWmjp < c{\ + 1mk
(2-*)},

(3.6)

where u(t) = um<p(S 0- Writing / = 2£,0 Sk with 8k = "*+i ~ "*> k = 0, I,

2, . . . ,and «0 = 0, (3.6) gives that/m^(g„ 2~^) < Cm{2-*||/|L + «(2"*)}
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and

||/|L<ll«ilL+ I ll&IL
k = \

< CmÁ2""»Jmj>(ux,2->»)+ 2   2^/pJmj,(uk,2-mk)
[ k=\

\ 'J-m/p'w f||     + iê,0-i\ +< Cm, { 2""/p'\\f\\p + tó(2-') + 2   2-^'ll/H, 4- 2  2"*/'(o(2-*)
/t = i *=i

where we used (3.3). Finally, from the usual properties of the moduli of

smoothness it follows that

2   2"*/* u(2~k) < C Ç t-9u}(t) — .
¿t=i J0 t

This completes the proof of the lemma.

The embeddings of Lemma 1 can be combined with Theorem 1 using

interpolation theory to give estimates for L,-smoothness 1 < p < oo. We first

consider the simpler casesp = 1 andp = oo.

Theorem 2. If L is a positive linear operator mapping C(Im) into itself and

f G C(Im), then

||/ - L/IL < C (A JI/IL + <o2>00(/, VJ2)} (3-7)

with C depending only on m and the norm of L.

For p = 1, let L be a positive linear operator mapping Lx into itself. If

f G Lx(Im), then

||/- L/ll, < C{Xx\\f\\x + tom+2jl(/A!/^+2>)} (3.8)

with C depending only on m and the norm of L.

Proof. For p = oo it is easy to conclude from the estimate (2.1) of

Theorem 1 that for each/ G C(Im)

||/- Lf\\x < CKXx(f, Xx) < CfAJI/IL + <o2j00(/, AJ/2)},    (3.9)

where the last inequality uses (3.1)

Whenp = 1, we first note that from part (a) of Lemma 1 and the estimate

(2.1) of Theorem 1 we have that for each g G W™+2

II*-!*!!,* cngii^A, < ||g|L+2.,A,.

Thus, as in (3.9), for any/ G Lx we have

||/- L/ll, < CLKm+xx(f, A,) < CL{A,||/||, + «Lfl+2,os(/,X,,/{'"+2))}

with again the last inequality coming from (3.1). This proves the theorem.

This last theorem gives an estimate for the degree of approximation in
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terms of the modulus of smoothness. This was possible since our endpoint

results in these cases where the spaces W2 and W™+2. For the general case

of p, 1 < p < oo, our endpoint spaces involve in general fractional 9, i.e.

9 = 2 + m/p, and then the Tv-functional for interpolation between the

endpoint spaces Bp,x and lp is no longer equivalent to a modulus of

smoothness. For this reason our estimates will be stated for the classical

Lipschitz spaces and not the modulus of smoothness. We let

Lip(«, r; Lp) = 7/;°° = {/ G Lp: o>rj>(f, t) = 6(r"), 0 < a < r, t > 0}.

Theorem 3. Let 1 < p < oo and L be any positive linear operator mapping

Lp into itself. If r = [2 + m/p] + 1 and f G Lip(a, r; Lp) with y < 2 + m/p

= 9 < r then

II/-L/H, <c||/hî-v/' (31°)
with C depending only on m, p and the norm of L.

Proof. We know that for each/ G Lp \\f - Lf\\p < (1 + ||L||,)||/|L.

Also, if / G Bp,x then by Lemma 1 / G Wx and consequently by Theorem

1, ||/- L/ll, < CmJf\\iao\ < Cmj>\\f\\p\.
This time we interpolate between the spaces L, and Bp'x. Using the

notation in [4] Peetre's interpolation theorem [4, p. 180] gives that for

0<a<l,?=oo and/ G (1^,, Bp9-\x

\\f-Lf\\p<C\\f\\(Lp,Bp9-x)aj; (3.11)

where C depends on m,p, a and ||L||.

On the other hand, the reiteration theorem [4, p. 178] gives that the spaces

Bf'q and (Lp, Bp'x)aq, 0 < a < 1, 1 < q < oo, are isomorphic with equiva-

lent norms. Hence (3.10) and (3.11) are equivalent statements, proving the

theorem.

4. Estimates for L,(fi). The results of §§2 and 3 have analogues for more

general domains in Rm. For example Theorem 1 can be proved for any closed

and bounded set fl c Rm. Now care must be taken in the definition of

H/¿(fi). We follow the approach in [9, p. 170]. Thus/ G Wx(ü) if there exist

functions^,/ = 0, 1, . . . , m, so that

m

/(*) = /oO0 + 2 ¿MX, -yj) + R0(x,y),

Sk(x) = Sk(y) + Rk(x,y),   k=\,2,...,m,

while \fj(x)\ < M,j = 0, 1, . . ., m, \R0(x, y)\ < M\x - y\2, and \Rk(x,y)\ <

M\x — y\, k = 1, 2, . . . , m, for all x,y G ß. The smallest constant M

determines the norm of/.
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Using this definition for Wx(ti), we get the following more general version

of Theorem 1.

Theorem 1'. Let ñ be a closed bounded set in Rm, and let L be a positive

linear operator mapping X (Q), 1 < p < oo, into itself. Iff G W¿(fi), then

ii/-^i,<qi^i2,ocV (4-1)

where Xp = max0<,<m+,||rf,. - Zxp,||,(ß).

To avoid a trivial statement, ñ is supposed to have positive Lebesgue

measure for 1 < p < oo.

The embedding results of §3 can also be proved for more general domains.

Let fi be the closure of some region 0 in jRm which has the uniform cone

property, see [1, p. 66]. It was shown by H. Johnen and K. Scherer [7] that for

such a domain ß we still have on L,(ñ) the equivalence of the /¿-functional

KrAS t) =      inf      {||/- g||,(8) + i||g||„(0)}
8^ *^<x> \")

and the modulus of smoothness

<*„(/, t) = sup \\Ah(f, ■ )\\p(ürh)
l*l<<

with ßrA = {x: [x, x + rh] Q ß}, [x,y] the line segment connecting x and_y.

That is, there exists a constant C > 0 such that for each/ G /^(ñ)

c-1 {min(i,oh/u, + ol„(/,o} < &,(/,n

< C{nùn(l,OII/ll,+ «,,,(/>')} (4-2)

with C independent of / and t. The Besov spaces Bp,q(Q) are defined as

before except that we use the modulus of smoothness for/on ß.

Using a partition of unity type argument as in [7] and estimates similar to

those given in §3, it can be shown when u G W™ (fl), e > 0 and 1 < p < oo

11/11.(0) < Ce-'max(||/||,(Q), em\\f\\m¡p),   f G W? (Ü),        (4.3)

with 9 = m/p and C independent of / and e. Then the same reasoning as in

§3 gives the embedding

Il/Il. < CU/U?/'-1 (0),       / G /y/*-1 (ß), (4.4)

with C independent of/. Forp = 1, this leads to

11/11.(0) < CU/m,(Ö),      / G WT (ß), (4.5)

with C independent of/

These two embeddings give the following generalizations of Theorem 2 and

3.

Theorem 2'. Let fl = O, where O is a bounded region in Rm and ß satisfies

the cone property [1, p. 66]. For p = oo, if L is a positive linear operator
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mapping C(ß) into itself, then for allf G C(ß)

11/ - L/IL < C (AJI/IL + W2>00(/, A^2)} (4.6)

with C depending only on m, ß and the norm of L.

For p = 1, let L be a positive linear operator mapping L,(ß) into itself. If

f G L,(ß) then for f G L,(ß)

II/- L/ll, < C{A,||/||, +<om+2j,(/,A,/<'"+2>)} (4.7)

with C depending only on m, ß and the norm of L.

Theorem 3'. Let ß = O where O is a bounded region in Rm and ß has the

cone property. Suppose 1 < p < oo and L is a positive linear operator mapping

Lp(ü) into itself. If r = [2 + m/p] +1, 0<y<2 + m/p = 9 < r and f G
Lip(y, r; Lp) then

||/-L/||/,(ß)<C||/||;-00V/e (4-8)

with C depending only on m,p,Q, and the norm of L.
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